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INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION
FOR THE CONCEPT AND THE CONTENT OF MONTENEGRIN
EXHIBITION AT THE 16TH ARCHITECTURE BIENNALE IN VENICE, 2018

BIENNALE THEME::
Freespace / Slobodni prostor
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Identify the primary elements

elements 

The first thing that the visitors 
can see is the  relationship 
between 

nature and built environment,
tradition and innovation, 
indigenous and alien culture,

 in which 

the primary elements that come 
into contact with the visitor 
are the protagonists.

In this way, the visitor    
recounts their vision of   
Montenegro 
creating                     
 temporary installations.

Interaction between
visitors and elements 800a



What is the added value of a dynamic exhibition?

Its transformation in time and space that varies 
according to the user. In this way is possible to 
show a new kind of Montenegro towards the 
future.

What is the output?

A (multi)cultur(a)bility mixitè

De-construct

Multilayer use Welcome to Montenegro

Identify the primary elements Re-configure

800aHow to define a free space?

Through the extrication from creative and 
functional  constraints, without prescribing 
forms and functions in space.

How can a free space tell about a country?

The story of a country in a few square meters is a 
closed story. To change this factor the visitor's 
visions and emotions need to be involved. What do 
we want to tell with a dynamic exhibition in 
cooperation with visitors? A synergistic plurality 
of visions

How the visitor can be involved?

Making a space

Re-mix

How does the visitor interact in empty space?

Through holistic interactions, building relations 
with people and primary elements 



First day

Second day

Third day

and more...
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rebuilding  montenegro space 1

rebuilding  montenegro space 1

rebuilding  montenegro space 2

courtyard

photo wall
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Montenegro  pavilion

(re)mix + multi layer use



Re- shu�ing
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The intensity of the phenomena that the world is facing in the last decades is without precedents, for this reason in this concept-content first phase proposal we would like to  focus on the 

How will the visitor see the image of Montenegro. 

-
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